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1 This is a claim against the Respondent (Optus) in connection with the supply and promotion 

of its residential broadband internet services, using the National Broadband Network (NBN), 

to customers who paid for plan speeds that could not be achieved. It is alleged that Optus 

engaged in misleading or deceptive conduct, conduct liable to mislead the public, and the 

making of false or misleading representations, in relation to the capability of a customer’s 

line to achieve the underlying NBN speed tier for their plan, the testing and notification of the 

maximum speed that could be achieved on the line, and the offering of alternatives for lines 

that did not support the underlying speed tier. It is also alleged that Optus wrongly accepted 

payment for services without supplying the plans, or when there were reasonable grounds 

for believing that Optus would not be able to supply the plans at the underlying speed tier, 

within the specified period or a reasonable time.  

IMPORTANT FACTS GIVING RISE TO THE CLAIM 

2 Between at least 1 January 2019 and 31 December 2019 (the Relevant Period), on its 

website and through direct telesales, Optus offered residential broadband internet plans that 

were provided using NBN services supplied by NBN Co Ltd (NBN Co) to Optus as a ‘retail 

service provider’.  

3 NBN Co offered wholesale broadband services in a range of “megabits per second” (Mbps) 

bandwidth profiles. For example, 25/5Mbps provides a maximum download speed (being 

towards the customer) of 25Mbps and a maximum upload speed (being from the customer) 

of 5Mbps.  The bandwidth profiles offered by NBN Co during the Relevant Period included 

25/5Mbps, 50/20Mbps (NBN50 Speed Tier) and 100/20Mbps or 100/40Mbps (NBN100 

Speed Tier) (together, NBN Speed Tiers).  
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4 Optus provided services to customers during the Relevant Period using NBN fibre-to-the-

node (FTTN) technology on plans relevantly described as “Speed Pack 3” for internet 

access with a maximum underlying speed of the NBN50 Speed Tier (NBN50 Optus plan) 

and “Speed Pack 4” for internet access with a maximum underlying speed of the NBN100 

Speed Tier (NBN100 Optus plan) (together, the Optus plans). 

5 The maximum attainable speed (MAS) of the line over which the service is provided to a 

customer caps their internet speed, regardless of the underlying NBN Speed Tier of the 

Optus plan purchased. The MAS depends, among other things, on the length and quality of 

copper wires that form part of the infrastructure over which broadband services are provided 

to the customer’s premises. If a customer’s MAS (in respect of either download or upload 

speeds) is lower than the underlying NBN Speed Tier, their line’s speed is limited to that 

MAS and cannot support the NBN Speed Tier offered as part of their Optus plan. 

6 Optus received on a weekly basis, through the NBN portal, a file containing details of the 

MAS of all of its active customers’ NBN services. The file for the prior Monday to Sunday 

period was usually uploaded onto the portal on the following Tuesday and retrieved by 

Optus on the Wednesday. Optus also used an automated system to access the NBN portal 

and perform line speed testing for new customers. This MAS data was generated each day 

over a seven day period commencing on the third day after a customer’s order was 

completed in Optus’ systems. In this way, Optus usually became aware of a customer’s 

MAS between 3 to 10 days from when the customer activated their line, and usually became 

aware a few days later whether the customer’s line was capable of supporting the NBN 

Speed Tier underlying their Optus plan. 

7 On 11 December 2017, the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 

accepted an undertaking from Optus (subsequently varied on 1 March 2018) pursuant to 

s 87B of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) (the Undertaking) to address earlier 

concerns that customers were not receiving the speeds represented to them by Optus in its 

NBN plan advertising.  

8 During the Relevant Period, Optus represented in statements on its website that, for 

customers who acquired an Optus plan, Optus would: (a) obtain a speed estimate before 

Optus activated the line; (b) check the speed of the line once the service was connected and 

NBN provided Optus with the speed data; or (c) confirm the speed upon, shortly after, or 

within a reasonable time after, activation of the line (together and individually, MAS 

Checking Representations). A table setting out statements that gave rise to the MAS 

Checking Representations and a representative sample of the webpages containing those 

statements are at Annexure A to this Concise Statement. 
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9 The MAS Checking Representations were false, misleading or deceptive because during the 

Relevant Period a significant number of customers (60,875 of 120,183 customers who 

acquired the NBN50 Optus plan and 3,239 of 6,653 customers who acquired the NBN100 

Optus plan) did not have their MAS checked or confirmed by Optus until 4 weeks or more 

after activation of the line (if at all). Further, a significant proportion of those customers who 

had their line’s MAS checked more than 4 weeks after activation had a line that was 

incapable of supporting the underlying NBN Speed Tier of their Optus plan: 17,988 

customers with NBN50 Optus plans had lines that could not support the NBN50 Speed Tier; 

and 2,608 customers with NBN100 Optus plans had lines that could not support the NBN100 

Speed Tier. 

10 During the Relevant Period, Optus also represented in statements on its website and in its 

telesales marketing material that it would inform a customer that their line could not support 

the underlying NBN Speed Tier of their Optus plan, at one of the following times: (a) before 

activation of their line; (b) after their line was activated and NBN provided Optus with speed 

data; or (c) upon, shortly after, or within a reasonable time after, activation of their line 

(together and individually, the MAS Notification Representations).  

11 In those statements, Optus also represented that it would provide alternative options to a 

customer who chose an Optus plan which had an underlying NBN Speed Tier that could not 

be supported by their line, at one of the following times: (a) upon the speed estimate being 

obtained before Optus activated their line, (b) upon the speed estimate of the customer’s line 

becoming available; or (c) upon, shortly after, or within a reasonable time after, activation of 

the line or service (together and individually, the MAS Remedy Representations). A table 

setting out statements that gave rise to the MAS Notification Representations and the MAS 

Remedy Representations, and a representative sample of the webpages containing those 

statements, are at Annexure B to this Concise Statement. 

12 The alternatives that Optus should have provided to these customers, as set out in the 

statements conveying the MAS Remedy Representations (and in the Undertaking), included 

allowing them either to exit from their contract without cost and with a refund, or to move to a 

lower speed plan with a refund.   

13 The MAS Notification Representations and MAS Remedy Representations were false, 

misleading or deceptive because 17,988 of the NBN50 Optus plan customers and 2,608 of 

the NBN100 Optus plan customers whose line was incapable of supporting the underlying 

NBN Speed Tier were not notified of their line’s MAS, nor provided with alternative options, 

until 4 weeks or more had passed since activation (or at all).  

14 Customers were usually required to pay for the Optus plans monthly in advance. 

Consequently, during the Relevant Period, Optus accepted payments from customers 
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whose lines were incapable of supporting the underlying NBN Speed Tier for the Optus plan 

which they acquired. In particular, Optus accepted payment for at least two months’ service 

from:  

(a) 23,282 customers who acquired the NBN50 Optus plan but whose MAS for 

downloads was between 49 and 25.01Mbps, and 5,295 customers who acquired 

the NBN50 Optus plan but whose MAS for downloads was 25Mbps or less; and 

(b) 2,250 customers who acquired the NBN100 Optus plan but whose MAS for 

downloads was between 99 and 50.01Mbps, and 1,497 customers who acquired 

the NBN100 Optus plan but whose MAS for downloads was 50Mbps or less. 

15 Further, by making the statements that gave rise to the MAS Checking Representations, the 

MAS Notification Representations and the MAS Remedy Representations, and/or by issuing 

monthly bills to customers whose lines were incapable of supporting the underlying NBN 

Speed Tier for the Optus plan which they acquired, Optus impliedly represented that the 

customer’s line was capable of supporting the underlying NBN Speed Tier of their Optus 

plan (Line Capability Representations). The Line Capability Representations were false, 

misleading or deceptive because the MAS of the customer’s line was incapable of 

supporting the underlying NBN Speed Tier. 

SUMMARY OF RELIEF SOUGHT FROM THE COURT 

16 The ACCC seeks the relief set out in the accompanying Originating Application. 

PRIMARY LEGAL GROUNDS FOR THE RELIEF SOUGHT 

17 For the reasons set out in paragraphs 9 and 13 respectively, by making the MAS Checking 

Representations and the MAS Notification Representations in trade or commerce, Optus 

engaged in conduct that was misleading or deceptive or likely to mislead or deceive in 

contravention of s 18 of the Australian Consumer Law (ACL). 

18 For the reasons set out in paragraph 13, by making the MAS Remedy Representations in 

trade or commerce, in connection with the supply or possible supply or promotion of Optus 

plans, Optus engaged in conduct that was misleading or deceptive or likely to mislead or 

deceive in contravention of s 18 of the ACL, and made false or misleading representations 

concerning the existence or effect of a condition, warranty, guarantee, right or remedy in 

contravention of s 29(1)(m) of the ACL. 

19 To the extent that the MAS Checking Representations, MAS Notification Representations 

and MAS Remedy Representations were representations as to future matters, the ACCC 

relies on s 4 of the ACL and alleges that Optus did not have reasonable grounds for making 

them. 
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20 For the reasons set out in paragraph 15, by making the Line Capability Representations in 

trade or commerce and in connection with the supply or possible supply or promotion of 

Optus plans, Optus engaged in conduct that was misleading or deceptive or likely to mislead 

or deceive and was liable to mislead the public as to the nature, the characteristics or the 

suitability for purpose of the Optus plans in contravention of ss 18 and 34 of the ACL, and 

made false or misleading representations that the Optus plans were of a particular standard, 

quality or grade in contravention of s 29(1)(b) of the ACL, and/or had performance 

characteristics, uses or benefits in contravention of s 29(1)(g) of the ACL.  

21 For the reasons set out in paragraph 14, by accepting payment for the Optus plans from 

customers whose lines were incapable of supporting the NBN Speed Tier for the Optus plan 

which they acquired when, at the time of the acceptance, there were reasonable grounds for 

believing that Optus would not be able to supply the Optus plans at the speed tier to some or 

all of those customers within the period specified by Optus at or before the time it accepted 

payment or within a reasonable time, and Optus was aware or ought reasonably to have 

been aware of those grounds, Optus contravened s 36(3) of the ACL.  

22 Further or alternatively, for the reasons set out in paragraph 14, Optus contravened s 36(4) 

of the ACL by accepting payment for Optus plans without supplying the Optus plans to all or 

some of those customers within the period specified by Optus at or before the time it 

accepted payment from those customers or within a reasonable time. 

ALLEGED HARM 

23 For residential customers, understanding the features of advertised broadband services and 

the quality of services that they actually receive can be complex, confusing and time 

consuming. Speed is a key consideration when choosing an internet plan and is a key 

differentiating factor between plans and pricing. Accurate information about internet speed is 

important for consumers to make an informed choice as to the services that may best suit 

their needs. Customers who paid for plans with underlying speeds above their MAS were 

receiving little if any benefit compared with lower speed plans with Optus or other service 

providers. By its conduct, Optus defeated or diminished genuine consumer choice, 

undermined competition, and impacted decisions made by existing Optus customers who 

may have acted on the belief that their line was performing above its actual MAS, as well as 

other customers who may have chosen a particular Optus plan over other Optus plans or 

plans of other internet service providers. 

Date: 9 August 2021 

This Concise Statement was prepared by Catherine Dermody of counsel, and settled by 

Oren Bigos QC. 
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Certificate of lawyer 

I, James Love, certify to the Court that, in relation to the concise statement filed on behalf of 

the Applicant, the factual and legal material available to me at present provides a proper basis 

for each allegation in the pleading. 

 

Date: 9 August 2021 

 

Signed by James Love 
Lawyer for the Applicant 

 

 



 

 

Annexure A 

MAS Checking Representations – Statements 

During the Relevant Period, Optus published the statements in the following table on its website. 

No. Statement Date published Document 

1.  “A speed estimate will be obtained before Optus 
activates your line…NBN speeds are also 
checked and confirmed once your service is 
connected and NBN Co provides Optus with the 
speed data…” 

From at least 12 
April 2019. 

Webpage entitled ‘Terms 
and Conditions’ 

(example at Document A.1) 

2.  “Fibre to the Node, Fibre to the Curb, or Fibre 
to the Basement customers will have their 
speed confirmed once the service is activated…”

From at least 1 
January 2019. 

Webpage entitled "NBN 
Speed Packs" 

(example at Document A.2) 

3.  “FTTN, FTTB and FTTC speeds will be 
confirmed after activation” 

From at least 1 
January 2019. 

Document titled “Critical 
Information Summary” 

(example at Document A.3) 
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Critical information summary

Information about the Service
Description of the Service
This bundle is for Fixed Telephone and Broadband services 
and may be supplied using Optus Cable, nbn™ or Optus Direct 
Service (LAD/ADSL 2+) networks.
This bundle includes the following monthly benefits:
• A home phone line
• Unlimited broadband data allowance

Optus $70 plan availability
Optus Phone and Broadband services are not available in all 
areas or to all premises. The broadband service offered will be 
determined by what is available at your location.
Optus Phone and Broadband services are only available at 
premises which can be physically connected to the Optus Network 
(or, in the case of Optus nbn,™ where connection will be possible 
within three months based on rollout information provided by the 
nbn™ which is subject to change).
There may be technical or commercial reasons that affect our 
ability to connect a service at your address. Until Optus successfully 
installs your service we cannot guarantee that the service can be 
installed at your address. To check your serviceability and find out 
what kind of Optus Broadband is available at your address visit 
optus.com.au/serviceabilitycheck
You must maintain both your Phone and Broadband services with 
Optus and preselect Optus as both your local and long distance 
carrier. If you cancel or port a service away, remaining services 
will become ineligible for this plan and we will move them to the 
closest alternative of our in-market stand-alone plans (which 
may be more expensive). For new customers signing-up to this 
plan after 12 June 2019, it will only be available as a month-to-
month plan on specific network technologies as advertised, and 
if you cancel or port a service away, any remaining services in the 
bundled plan will automatically be cancelled.
Minimum term
New and existing customers can get this plan on a month-to-
month or a 24-month contract. The minimum total cost is $270 
when you pay by direct debit on a month-to-month plan which 
includes a $200 start-up fee. The minimum total cost is $1,779 

when you pay by direct debit over 24 months which includes a $99 
start-up fee. If you change plans to a lower value plan during your 
24-month contract, an Early Recontract Fee of $80 applies and 
you will start a new contract term. For new customers invited 
to connect to this plan as a special offer after 12 June 2019, the 
minimum total cost is $169 when you pay by direct debit on a 
month-to-month plan which includes a $99 start-up fee.
Equipment needs
You need a compatible telephone handset and broadband modem 
to use this service. The modem must be an Optus approved device. 
If you are a new Optus Broadband customer we will provide you 
with a WiFi modem as part of your plan inclusion at no extra 
charge. The cost of the modem is covered over the minimum term 
of your contract. For the telephone service, you will need to have 
your own compatible handset.
Please let us know if you use equipment such as disability or 
medical services or a back-to-base alarm. Some equipment may 
require an alternative service or additional equipment. We will tell 
you if we are not able to support the equipment.

System requirements
To use the Optus Broadband service you need to ensure 
your computer is compatible. Please see optus.com.au/
systemcompatible
Optus Fair Go Policy
The Fair Go Policy ensures that all our customers can access our 
services, and do not use our services in a manner that we consider 
‘unreasonable’ or ‘unacceptable’, including, but not limited to ‘non-
ordinary’ or ‘commercial purpose use’ of this plan. The policy also 
sets out your responsibilities when you use the internet, including 
any content which you publish online or by email. It also confirms 
steps we may take to ensure and monitor compliance with this 
policy, as well as setting out our responsibilities to comply with 
directions from regulatory and other law enforcement bodies. You 
can find the policy at optus.com.au/fairgo
Installation
Optus reserves the right to charge for non-standard installations. 
You must obtain permission from the owner of the property, 
if that’s not you, to have Optus Broadband installed, and have 
someone over 18 years of age in attendance at the appointment. 

$70 Plan 
Access fee: $70/month. Plan ID: 604512, 604519, 604520, 604505, 11000725

Usage types Amount (inc. GST) Included in your plan

Standard calls to Optus Mobiles 28c per minute plus 52c flagfall ($2 max for first 60 mins, 
then standard rates apply) x

Standard calls to other Australian mobiles 28c per minute plus 52c flagfall ($2 max for first 60 mins, 
then standard rates apply) x

Available bolt-on:

Unlimited Standard Australian mobile calls $5 per month. See optus.com.au/shop/broadband/home-broadband/plans

Standard calls to national fixed lines 28c per minute plus 52c flagfall ($2 max for first 60 mins, 
then standard rates apply) x

Standard calls to local fixed lines 30c per call x
Available bolt-on:

Unlimited Standard local and national calls $5 per month. See optus.com.au/shop/broadband/home-broadband/plans

Community calls 30c per call x
Calls to 13/1300 numbers 35c per call x
Voicemail service: including deposits and 
retrievals Unlimited – rates do not apply /
Charges to international numbers:

Standard international calls WorldSaver rates apply, plus 52c flagfall.  
See optus.com.au/worldsaver x

Available bolt-on:

International bolt-on $10 per month.  
See optus.com.au/shop/home-phone/extras/international-call-rates

Comprehensive Call Pack (A valid ABN or 
ACN is required to be eligible for this pack)

$15 per month (Unlimited Standard calls to local, national, Australian Mobile and 
World Saver Ultimate). For more info on World Saver Ultimate optus.com.au/shop/
home-phone/extras/international-call-rates

Data usage:

Monthly data allowance Unlimited /
Charges for other usage types can be found at optus.com.au/standardagreements
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This is a summary only – the full Terms and Conditions for this plan can be found at optus.com.au/standardagreements 

604512, 604519, 604520, 604505, 11000725_$70 Plan_0619 YES1860

Minimum monthly charge
$70 per month when you pay by direct debit. 

nbn™ speed
Except for fixed wireless customers, for customers connecting 
to this plan on the nbn™ the default speed included is Speed Pack 3, 
Speed Pack 4 is available for $30 per month. For customers 
connecting on the nbn™ Fixed Wireless the default speed included 
is Speed Pack 2, Speed Pack 3 is available for $15 per month. 
Information about nbn™ speeds is available at optus.com.au/
shop/broadband/home-broadband/nbn-speed-packs  FTTN, 
FTTB and FTTC speeds will be confirmed after activation. Typical 
Evening Speeds are based on customer averages and are not  
a guaranteed minimum. 
Cancellation fees
If you sign a month-to-month contract, there are no cancellation fees.
If you sign up to a 24-month contract, the maximum cancellation 
fee for this bundle is $451 (includes both telephony and broadband 
services and any modem charges (if applicable). When you 
recontract, the maximum cancellation fee for this bundle is $100. 
Cancellation fees decrease during your contract period.

Mobile calls
A standard national call to any Australian mobile for 2 minutes 
including flagfall would cost $1.08. 

Plan changes
There is no early recontract fee for customers on month-to-month 
plans – customers are free to change their plan at any time.
If you are on a 24-month contract and change your plan to a 
lower value, an Early Recontract Fee of $80 will apply and a new 
24-month contract will start. Contact Customer Service if you 
would like further information.

Non-direct debit fee
A $2.20 fee will be charged each month if you choose not  
to pay your bill by direct debit. To set-up direct debit  
go to optus.com.au/myaccount
Exception: For payments made by credit, debit, charge  
or prepaid cards, the non-direct debit fee will not apply.

Paper invoice fee
A $2.20 paper invoice fee will be charged each month if you 
choose to receive a paper bill. For online billing or to request  
an email bill go to optus.com.au/myaccount
Payment processing fee
If you pay by BPay savings or direct debit from a bank account or 
credit card, there are no processing fees. A processing fee applies 
to non-direct debit payments made by credit or charge  
card and/or if you pay at Australia Post. For details  
go to optus.com.au/payments

Relocation fee
Relocation fees may apply depending on circumstances e.g. Truck roll.

Other information
Changing the access method
We may change the access method for your service for the 
remainder of your minimum term and move you to:
• a new plan that is reasonably comparable with your current plan; or
• an alternative plan, but only if we take reasonable steps  

to address any detrimental impact that the change may  
have on you that is not minor.

If we change your access method, you must provide all reasonable 
assistance to enable the change to be implemented, including 
access to your premises and equipment. Unless otherwise agreed 
with you, we will not charge you for installing or equipment 
we supply to you to use with the changed access method. 
Alternatively, we may ask you to change your access method 
during your minimum term even if the change may have a 
detrimental impact on you that is more than minor. If you refuse 
our request, we may cancel the service by giving you at least 90 
days’ notice. If the service is cancelled, you will be liable for charges 
incurred up to cancellation including any balance for devices 
purchased on Pay Over Time (POT), but you will not be liable for 
any cancellation fee or other outstanding equipment charges.  
We will contact you to discuss the details of any changes we plan 
to make to your access method prior to making the change.

Customer Service
You can call 133 937 for assistance on your account balance,  
usage status, payment details and other information at any time. 
For other assistance and account information,  
see optus.com.au/customerhelp
Tracking your spend
You may be able to track your phone unbilled usage by visiting  
optus.com.au/myaccount  If you are unable to do this you can 
contact our Customer Service team for information on your 
usage status.
Customer complaints
You can contact our complaint resolution area by calling us on  
133 937. We encourage you to contact us first so that we can try to 
resolve your complaint straight away. If you’re not happy with the 
outcome, you may also contact the Telecommunications Industry 
Ombudsman on 1800 062 058.

Priority Assistance
We do not offer Priority Assistance. Telstra is a provider who does. 
Information in this brochure is correct at 02/17. 
Check optus.com.au/shop/broadband/home-broadband/plans 
for the latest plan and pricing info.

Minimum  
term

Monthly 
access 
fee Start-up fee

Early 
recontract 
fee

Transferring 
an existing 
number

Connecting  
a new 
number

Relocation 
fee

Month-to-
month

$70/
month 

$200. $99 – only for new customers invited to connect to this  

plan as a special offer after 12 June 2019.  

Additional fees may apply for a first time nbn™ connection  

to dwellings in new developments, for additional lines or for  

non-standard installations.

N/A Included Included $80  
(if applicable)

24 months $70/
month

$99. Additional fees may apply for a first time nbn™ connection 

to dwellings in new developments, for additional lines or for non-

standard installations.

$80 Included Included $80  
(if applicable)

Information about pricing
Plan fees

Cable and Optus Direct customers may require a technician to 
install the service and nbn™ customers may need two technicians 
(one Optus, one nbn™) to install the service. For nbn™ services, If 
you’re in a new development and not already connected to the 
nbn,™ nbn™ Co may charge $300 to connect your premises to the 
nbn.™ If applicable, we will bill that charge to you.
By accepting the benefits of this bundled offer, the connection 
date for your phone that you agree to will likely be longer than the 
maximum time frame in the Customer Service Guarantee (CSG). 
Apart from this, any other rights you have under the CSG still 
apply. For more information, see optus.com.au/yourCSG
If you are an Optus nbn™ customer, Optus will send you an Optus 
self-installation kit. Installation fees may apply if you request a 

technician installation where a self-install option is available. If you 
require assistance to connect, contact us at yesopt.us/chat2us
Optus is required by law to confirm your nbn™ service is working. 
We may not be able to confirm this if you do not use the modem 
that Optus supplies you. You need to tell Optus of any issues you 
have with your nbn™ service before we can rectify them. Billing will 
be activated once we confirm your service is nbn™ operational.
nbn™ FTTC: If you are an Optus nbn™ FTTC customer and fail to 
plug in the equipment within 30 days from your ready for service 
date, nbn™ Co will deactivate your service.
Special Promotions and Value Added services
You may be eligible for additional discounts if you have additional 
Optus services. This summary doesn’t include any of the discounts, 
special promotions or other value added services (bolt-ons) 
available with this plan that you may select.
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Annexure B 

MAS Notification Representations and MAS Remedy Representations – Statements 

During the Relevant Period, Optus published the statements in the following table on its website and in 
its telesales marketing material. 

No. Statement Date published Document 

1.  A speed estimate will be obtained before Optus 
activates your line and if the estimate is below 
the maximum speed of the plan or pack you 
have purchased Optus will contact you to 
confirm that you’re happy to proceed.  NBN 
Speeds are also checked and confirmed once 
your service is connected and NBN Co provide 
Optus with the speed data, and options will be 
provided if the actual speed you achieve is lower 
than what’s included in your plan or speed 
pack.” 

From at least 12 
April 2019. 

Webpage entitled ‘Terms 
and Conditions’ 

(example at Document B.1) 

2.  Optus is unable to check whether the speeds of 
your FTTN/FTTB service will be reached. Optus 
receives this information from the NBN Co after 
your premises are connected to the NBN. If the 
plan or speed pack you have chosen cannot be 
supported by the line, we will contact you and 
offer some remedies which are: • remaining on 
your current plan with no refund; • moving to a 
lower speed plan and getting a refund of the 
price difference between your initial plan and 
lower speed plan…and • exiting your plan 
without cost and getting refund of the price 
difference between the plan you have paid for 
and the plan which would have given you the 
maximum speed available to you.” 

From at least 3 
July 2019. 

Document entitled 
"Telesales Checkout” 

(example at Document B.2) 

3.  You will have your speed confirmed by nbnTM 

when your service is activated. If the plan or 
speed pack you have chosen can’t be supported 
by the line, your remedies are: • Remaining on 
your current plan with no refund; • Moving to a 
lower speed plan and getting a refund of the 
price difference between your initial plan and 
lower speed plan…; and • Exiting your plan 
without cost and getting a refund of the price 
difference between the plan you have paid for 
and the plan which would have given you the 
maximum speed available to you.” 

From at least 1 
January 2019. 

Webpage entitled “Key 
Facts Sheet” 

(example at Document B.3) 

4.  Fibre to the Node, Fibre to the Curb, or Fibre 
to the Basement customers will have their 
speed confirmed once the service is activated 
and if the plan or speed pack chosen can’t be 
supported by the line, alternative options will be 
provided” 

From at least 1 
January 2019. 

Webpage entitled "NBN 
Speed Packs" 

(example at Document B.4) 
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Key Facts Sheet: nbn™ Services
The information detailed within the Key Facts Sheet is applicable to all consumer nbn™ plans.

Speed Speed Pack 1 Speed Pack 2 Speed Pack 3 Speed Pack 4

Fixed Line nbn™ 
Networks
FttP, FttN, FttC,  
FttB, HFC

Typical Evening Speeds  
7pm–11pm 9 Mbps 20 Mbps 40 Mbps 80 Mbps

Maximum Off-peak Speed 11 Mbps 23 Mbps 48 Mbps 93 Mbps

Fixed Wireless Maximum Off-peak Speed 11 Mbps 23 Mbps 23–48 Mbps –

Typical Evening Speed 
The typical expected experience between 7pm–11pm 
which is the busy time for Internet traffic. It is not 
a guaranteed minimum speed. The actual speed 
experienced depends on a number of factors – see 
Technical Limitations below. Excludes Fixed Wireless 
customers and FTTN/B lines with limited maximum  
line speeds.

Fibre to the Node or Fibre to the Basement 
You will have your speed confirmed by nbn™ when your 
service is activated. If the plan or speed pack you have 
chosen can’t be supported by the line, your remedies are:

• Remaining on your current plan with no refund; 
• Moving to a lower speed plan and getting a refund 

of the price difference between your initial plan and 
lower speed plan. If you are on a 12/1 plan (the lowest 
speed plan), you do not have this option; and

• Exiting your plan without cost and getting a refund 
of the price difference between the plan you have 
paid for and the plan which would have given you the 
maximum speed available to you. If you are on a 12/1 
plan, you may exit your plan without cost, but you will 
not get a refund.

Technical Limitations/Factors Affecting Speed 
and Performance Include:
nbn™ Infrastructure:
The length and quality of the copper used.

Age and Quality of Hardware/Software: 
This may include your modem, WiFi routers and whether 
you connect to the internet via Ethernet or WiFi.

WiFi Signal Interference: 
WiFi signals may be interrupted if positioned too  
close to other devices like a security camera or  
cordless telephones.

Number of Connected Devices:
The number of devices being used at the same time.

Network Congestion:
There are times when more people are using the 
network at the same time.

Where’s the Content Coming From?
Content that comes from overseas and content from 
servers that aren’t large enough to cope with demand.

Elevating your WiFi Modem off the ground in an  
open and central location away from any walls/ 
other obstructions will reduce the impact of the  
factors mentioned. 

Fixed Wireless nbn™:
Typical Evening Speeds will be lower than off-peak 
speeds and will vary depending on the factors listed 
previously, as well as weather conditions such as 
extreme heat and heavy rain, obstruction of the 
antenna’s line of sight to the tower and the distance 
between your premises and the transmission tower.

Power Failure
During a power failure, nbn™ will not work unless  
it is an FTTP connection with an nbn™ battery backup 
power supply unit installed and working. nbn™ battery 
backup isn’t available through Optus. Other providers 
may offer this service on selected nbn™ access types. 

Medical/Security Alarms
You should contact your device provider to find out  
if your alarm or other devices will work before 
connecting to the nbn™ network and if not, what 
alternative solutions are available.

1-2 people 2-3 people 3-4 people 5+ people

Recommended Pack Speed Pack 1 Speed Pack 2 Speed Pack 3 Speed Pack 4

Email/Browsing / / / /

Online Gaming x / / /

SD/HD Video Streaming / / / /

YES1309 (0818)
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Key Facts Sheet: nbn™ Services SMB
The information detailed within the Key Facts Sheet is applicable to all Small Business nbn™ consumer plans.

Speed Speed Pack 1 Speed Pack 2 Speed Pack 3 Speed Pack 4

Fixed Line nbn™ 
Networks
FttP, FttN, FttC,  
FttB, HFC

Typical Speeds Standard Work 
Hours (9am–5pm, Mon–Fri, 
excluding public holidays)

11 Mbps 23 Mbps 46 Mbps 81 Mbps

Maximum Off-peak Speed 11 Mbps 23 Mbps 48 Mbps 93 Mbps

Fixed Wireless Maximum Off-peak Speed 11 Mbps 23 Mbps 23–48 Mbps –

Typical Speeds Standard Work Hours 
The typical expected experience between 9am–5pm, 
Mon–Fri (excluding public holidays), which is the 
busy time for Internet traffic. It is not a guaranteed 
minimum speed. The actual speed experienced 
depends on a number of factors – see Technical 
Limitations below. Excludes Fixed Wireless customers 
and FTTN/B lines with limited maximum line speeds.

Fibre to the Node or Fibre to the Basement 
You will have your speed confirmed by nbn™ when your 
service is activated. If the plan or speed pack you have 
chosen can’t be supported by the line, your remedies are:

• Remaining on your current plan with no refund; 

• Moving to a lower speed plan and getting a refund 
of the price difference between your initial plan and 
lower speed plan. If you are on a 12/1 plan (the lowest 
speed plan), you do not have this option; or

• Exiting your plan without cost and getting a refund 
of the price difference between the plan you have 
paid for and the plan which would have given you the 
maximum speed available to you. If you are on a 12/1 
plan, you may exit your plan without cost, but you will 
not get a refund.

Technical Limitations/Factors Affecting Speed 
and Performance Include:
nbn™ Infrastructure:
The length and quality of the copper used.

Age and Quality of Hardware/Software: 
This may include your modem, WiFi routers and whether 
you connect to the internet via Ethernet or WiFi.

WiFi Signal Interference: 
WiFi signals may be interrupted if positioned too  
close to other devices like a security camera or  
cordless telephones.

Number of Connected Devices:
The number of devices being used at the same time.

Network Congestion:
There are times when more people are using the 
network at the same time.

Where’s the Content Coming From?
Content that comes from overseas and content from 
servers that aren’t large enough to cope with demand.

Elevating your WiFi Modem off the ground in an  
open and central location away from any walls or 
other obstructions will reduce the impact of the 
factors mentioned. 

Fixed Wireless nbn™:
Typical Speeds Standard Work Hours will be lower than 
off-peak speeds and will vary depending on the factors 
listed previously, as well as weather conditions such 
as extreme heat and heavy rain, obstruction of the 
antenna’s line of sight to the tower and the distance 
between your premises and the transmission tower.

Power Failure
During a power failure, nbn™ will not work unless  
it is an FTTP connection with an nbn™ battery backup 
power supply unit installed and working. nbn™ battery 
backup isn’t available through Optus. Other providers 
may offer this service on selected nbn™ access types. 

Medical/Security Alarms
You should contact your device provider to find out  
if your alarm or other devices will work before 
connecting to the nbn™ network and if not, what 
alternative solutions are available.

1–2 people 2–3 people 3–4 people 5+ people

Recommended Pack Speed Pack 1 Speed Pack 2 Speed Pack 3 Speed Pack 4

Email/Browsing / / / /

Cloud Storage Services x x / /

Collaboration Tools
e.g. Microsoft Team, Webx & Asana x x / /
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